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Knowledge Assist 

Agent Efficiency

The single biggest difference between top performing 
agents and their peers is their ability to resolve customer 
issues quickly. However, resolving customer issues fast is 
not easy when answers are scattered across the 
organization. 


Meet Cresta’s Knowledge Assist that give agents seamless 
access to the information they need to resolve customer 
issues quickly. 

Challenges Facing Agents Today


Scattered Information:  

Agents waste time searching for answers across siloed 

knowledge bases and scrolling through pdfs 


Information Overload:  

With so many unorganized articles, agents have trouble 

remembering what to search for when


Out-of-date Material:  

Knowledge Bases are challenging to manually maintain, leaving 

agents to unknowingly use out-of-date material


Inadequate Keyword Search:  

Brittle keyword searches fail to bring up the desired content




Knowledge When You Need It

Cresta Knowledge Assist unifies siloed knowledge bases into one powerful search bar. Our AI knows 
when to recommend articles and Guided Workflows based on live conversation context, so agents get 
the real-time information they need to resolve customer issues fast.

Cresta Knowledge Assist Results


   FCR
First Call Resolution

Agents have information to 
resolve customer issues

   AHT
Average Handle Time

Agents don’t waste time 
searching and wondering

    CSAT
Customer Satisfaction

Customers get the answers 
they’re looking for

"With Cresta I've 
been able to locate 
articles I never could 
before."  
- Agent, Leading Global Retailer


Knowledge Base Search 
Search across siloed knowledge bases and 
Guided Workflows with a single AI-powered 
search bar


Get Real Time recommendations for search 
queries, articles, and workflows based on 
conversation context and collective agent 
actions

Guided Workflows 
Provide step-by-step instructions that 
guide agents through a wide variety of call 
flows from sales to troubleshooting

Cresta Features
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Cresta Knowledge Base Search 
provides agents one powerful search
bar to access information across all 
knowledge bases and Guided 
Workflows, saving them precious time 
searching for answers.

Surface the Right 
Information Faster:


Knowledge Base
Search

Contact pro@cresta.com to learn more

AI Assisted Search:  
Cresta’s AI knows when to suggest 
the right search query, article, or 
Guided Workflow based on the 
conversation and past agent actions.

Always Learning:  
Cresta’s AI learns overtime which 
article and Guided Workflows are 
needed for which conversations, so 
every agent can use the collective 
knowledge of all agents.

Powerful Semantic Search: 
Cresta’s industry-leading NLU searches 
using flexible human semantics, not 
just keywords, ensuring it always finds 
what you’re looking for.

Access Information,  
No Matter Where It Is: 
Leave your data where it is. We’ll do the 
work to make it searchable from 
directly in the agent interface.

Guided Workflows provide simple 
step-by-step instructions that guide 
agents through a wide variety of call 
flows from sales to troubleshooting so 
that they never have to pause and 
wonder what to do next.

Turn Knowledge into Action:


Guided Workflows

AI Assisted Search:  
Cresta’s AI knows when to 
suggest the right workflow 
based on the conversation and 
past agent actions

Supports Branching Call Flows:  
Guided Workflows support 
branching call flows that keep 
up with the complexity of real 
conversations

No-Code Manager Interface:  
Cresta gives managers a self-service, easy to use, no-code 
interface to setup linear or branching call flows to meet their 
particular business needs
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